
 Patten’s Rock : Walk M03

This walk offers a number of spectacular views across the
gorge as well as passing through the special woods of
Benthall Edge. The walk starts with glimpses of some of
Broseley’s rich architectural heritage and ends over fields
with yet more views. 
This is a favourite walk with Broseley residents.  

Distance : 4 miles / 6.4 km

Grade : Medium walk with a vertical gain of 574 ft. The
walk follows footpaths, tracks, fields, lanes and pavements;
there are patches of rough ground and possibly boggy
areas. The walk is not suitable for push chairs.                     

                                                                                                                     View over Patten’s Rock Quarry    
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                    
History and Heritage

  The walk sets off through Broseley town towards the Jitties; 
walking along Duke Street, King Street and then down Quarry 
Road to Bridge Road provides a sample of the architectural 
heritage that is unique to Broseley.
       

  A view from the Jitties                                                                      

                                              
                                                                                                           

                                                                                                             A path through Benthall Edge                 
                                   

Benthall Edge is a beautiful mixed deciduous wood growing on a
limestone, coal, clay, and ironstone base.  The underlying geology
influences the plants so that on the alkaline limestone areas ash
trees thrive, whereas oak trees grow on the slightly acidic soil of the
clay/coal measures. The Edge is an SSSI and the abandoned
limestone quarries are home to rare grassland plants, such as
Butterfly and Bee Orchid.
                                                                            

       Orchids in Benthall fields                           

                                                                                                       

 



The landscape bears the scars of it’s industrial past, with collapsed clay adits, drift mines and spoil heaps. 
Most of the woodland would have been cut to make charcoal to fuel the iron furnaces and remnants of the 
charcoal hearths are still visible today. The network of footpaths through Benthall Edge are mostly either 
workers paths or inclines for tramways, as indicated by their relatively straight lines and slopes. 

   
Benthall Hall is a national trust property; the current hall was        
built around 1580, probably on the site of an earlier 12th-         
century manor house. During the Civil War it was garrisoned,   
and was a site of several skirmishes. The garden is largely       
the product of two tenants, George Maw a local pottery            
manufacturer and crocus enthusiast and later the painter and   
sculptor Robert Bateman who was the son of a famous            
horticulturist who added the rockeries and terraces of the         
current garden. 
The commonwealth era church of St. Bartholomew and            
graveyard, stand close by the Hall.                                                 

                                                                            
Start             

Park in either the library or Dark Lane car 
park; walk up the High Street past the Victoria
 Hall and bear right at the roundabout to walk 
along Barber Street towards Duke Street. 
Turn right on King Street then left down 
Quarry  Road to Bridge Road. Turn right and
 after about 200m follow the footpath sign on
 the left up and into Benthall Woods. From 
here follow the  path marked on the map; 
initially carry straight on ignoring paths to 
left and right; on reaching a field take a left 
diagonal over a mound to a gate. Some short 
way past the gate turn left up some steps 
and from here follow the signs to Patten’s
 Rock.
    

 
After enjoying a rest and the view at Patten’s Rock stand with your back to the quarry. Do not go down the 
steps but walk straight on following a path that is generally parallel to Benthall Edge. This path is NOT 
correctly marked on OS maps, but is very clear, well used and is a right of way footpath! Enjoy the 
spectacular views as you follow this path (ignoring all side turns) to a kissing gate; once through the gate turn
left, through another gate and onto a track towards Benthall Farm and Benthall Hall. 
  
Past the church there is a clear footpath to the left that gives an impressive views of Benthall Hall; at the end 
of this short section take the right hand footpath through an avenue of horse chestnut trees. Following this  
footpath eventually bear left by a pond and on over two fields, enjoying yet more spectacular views. After 
another gate the last section of track is used by farm vehicles and may be boggy. Continue on Floyer Lane 
before reaching the Barrow Road and s short walk back to the centre of Broseley.                                            
                           
Important Information. This leaflet shows a route using public rights of way. Please follow the countryside code. In particular 
keep to paths, leave gates as found, take litter home and keep dogs under control. If you are new to exercise or have any existing 
medical conditions or concerns check with your GP before undertaking any new physical activity. Check that the route is suitable for 
your level of fitness and that you have adequate resources for your planned activity. Wear clothing and footwear appropriate to the 
conditions and time of year. 
                                       

                                                                                                                                                                      


